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President’s Message
By Scott Smith
On behalf of the NJ Chapter’s Board of Governors, I’d like to thank you all yet
again for a significant attendance at our last meeting. Many Past Presidents were
in attendance, and I know they appreciated your support. The dinner presentation
was excellent as Lew Harriman did an outstanding job of explaining moisture control in buildings. Some of you
expressed interest in a longer and more detailed presentation, and we are in working with Lew now to see if a
full or half day session in NJ is feasible.
For those of you who hold PE licenses, the two year renewal period is coming up in April 2014. Among other
things, this means that you will need to have your continuing education requirements in order. As a service to
you, we are working on arranging a dedicated class for the professional ethics requirement. This may be
integrated with Lew’s presentation, or perhaps some other continuing education. We will keep you informed as
this develops, so please standby.
Our next speaker will be Rudolf Zaengerle of Konvekta. He will be discussing high performance energy recovery
systems using glycol run-around loops. I am sure it will be a useful and interesting presentation, and as always,
we look forward to your participation.
And lastly, our January meeting will be a join meeting with the MCANJ and ASPE. Mark Ames of ASHRAE’s
Government Affairs group will be speaking with us regarding possible Federal legislation known as the ShaheenPortman act. This will affect energy efficiency in private and public sector buildings, and certainly will bear on
how we design HVAC systems in the future. This should prove to be a good presentation as well.
I look forward to seeing you all at the next meeting.

2013—2014 Presidential Award of Excellence (PAOE) Summary
Chapter
Members

Member
Promotion

Student
Activities

Research
Promotion

History

Chapter
Operations

CTTC

Chapter
Grassroots
Government

NJ Chapter
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Total

-

Min = 500

Min = 300

Min = 800

Min = 100

Min = 400

Min = 450

Min = 500

Min = 3,050

-

Par = 800

Par = 500

Par = 1,050
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Par = 1,000

Par = 1,050

Par = 650

Par = 5,650

677

0

0

235

0

0

0

0
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Dinner Speaker Bio
Rudolf Zaengelre, PhD
President, Konvekta USA Inc
Princeton, NJ
High-Performance Run-Around Energy Recovery Systems
Speaker Bio:
Rudolf Zaengelre is the President of Konvekta’s North American Operation, a subsidiary of the Swiss based
Konvekta AG.
He holds a Master of Mechanical Engineering degree and a PhD in Business Administration both from the Swiss
Federal Institute of Technology, Zurich. He has also studied at Harvard Business School.
He was an Assistant Professor at the Swiss Institute of Technology’s Energy Sustainability & Urban Planning
Institute before he relocated to the USA more than 20 years ago to manage Swiss technology businesses in North
America.

Presentation Abstract:
HVAC systems are among the greatest energy consumers of large buildings, especially buildings with 100 percent
outside air. European high-performance run-around energy recovery systems (RAERS) with advanced control
software are operating at efficiencies of net 70 to 90 percent (based on annual energy consumption for heating
and cooling), taking into account the additional electricity needed for glycol pumps and added fan power to
compensate for air pressure drop in the coils. Advanced control software provides recovery and efficiency
verification, as well as continuously reporting the reduction in carbon and energy consumption.
While the thermodynamics of an energy recovery system are relatively simple, it is critical that high-performance
systems operate at optimum performance under varying operating parameters. With several variable input
parameters, including outside air, supply air, and return air temperatures; air volumes; and glycol volumes and
temperatures, controlling and optimizing a system requires a numerical-simulation-based controller that allows
variable amounts of heat transfer fluid to be circulated throughout the system.
In multi-functional systems, additional heat and/or cold is introduced into the glycol circuit, either to boost the
heating/cooling capability of the energy recovery system from waste heat/cold sources, or to control the supply
air temperature to the building to eliminate the need of separate heating/cooling coils in the supply air handlers.
These features add yet another level of complexity to the controller function.
Verification and proof of energy saved and the reduction of the carbon footprint are essential elements of a
sustainable building. An energy recovery system controller with advanced control software can provide this
information to the building owner on a continuous basis.
This program qualifies for 1.0 PDH for New York State.
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Date

Speaker

Topic

Theme

October 1, 2013

Scott Adams
CaptiveAire

Commercial Kitchen
Ventilation

Welcome Back

November 5, 2013

Lew Harriman, FASHRAE
Mason-Grant Consulting

Diagnosing & Fixing
Humidity Control Problems
in Real World Buildings

Past President’s Night

December 3, 2013

Rudolf Zaengerle, Ph.D.
Konvekta USA, Inc.

High Performance Run
Around Energy Recovery
Systems

-

January 8, 2014

Mark Ames, ASHRAE Senior
Manager of Federal
Government Affairs

Energy Efficiency
Legislation: How Will
Congressional Action
Affect Your Business and
the Building Industry
Broadly

Joint Meeting With
NJ ASPE & NJ MCA

February 4, 2014

Robert Rybka
Belimo

Low Delta Ton CHW
Systems

Research Promotion
Night

March 4, 2014

Gerry Iacouzze
United McGill

Good, Better and Best
Duct Design

Back to Basics Night,
Membership & History
Night

April 1, 2014

Daniel Int-Hout & Keith
Miller
Krueger & Samuel Tepp
Associates

Comparing and contrasting
Hospital Operating Room,
Laboratory, and Clean
Room Air Distribution, and
General Air Distribution
(Inductive vs. NonInductive) Systems

Student & YEA Night

May 6, 2014

Speaker To Be Announced
Carrier Corporation

June 2014

Golf Outing

To Benefit ASHRAE
Research Promotion

-

June 2014

Summer Social

Significant Other Night

-

Topic To Be Announced

Installation of New
Officers & Scholarship
Award
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November Meeting Recap
Topic: Diagnosing & Fixing Humidity Control Problems in Real-World
Building—Tools, Techniques, Case Histories and Practical Suggestions
Held: November 5, 2013 at the Renaissance Woodbridge Hotel
Speaker: Lew Harriman, FASHRAE
Director of Research, Mason-Grant Consulting
Many thanks to Lew for presenting to the Chapter on this topic. Lew’s presentation was very
thorough and covered Humidity Control. Overwhelmingly, the response was very positive and many
members asked to see if the Chapter could have Lew return to present a full presentation on the
topic and the Chapter is currently looking into this with Lew and will keep everyone updated.
Presentation:
In many ways, design is a perfect world with no physical problems. But the real world sometimes
makes a hash of even the most elegant and well-considered designs. In this talk, Lew Harriman
discusses the practical aspects of what to do when things are going wrong with humidity control.
Based on his 35 years of experience with designing, diagnosing and fixing humidity control
problems in buildings of all types, this talk is focused on what to do when “That ¡¡#xx%§z@!!
humidity problem has to be fixed before the end of the week!!”

Lew during his presentation.
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Joe Furman, Region I DRC, recognizes Spencer Morasch for his years of service to
ASHRAE at the Regional level.

Joe Furman, Region I DRC, was in attendance at the meeting.
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Jackie Bayer and Eric Jakubik, both from DLB Associates, spoke about their recent trip as part
of the Young Engineers In ASHRAE (YEA) trip to the YEA International Leadership
Conference that was held recently in Dubai.

Past Presidents In Attendance: Back Row (Left To Right), Lou Kelter, Spencer Morasch, Bob
Daley, Jim Sarno, Russ Graham, Front Row (Left to Right) Chris Phelan, Fred Nguyen, Mark
Richter, Peter Frangiskou, Missing: Garry Myers who had to leave early
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ASHRAE, AHR Expo Return to New York City for 2014 Winter Conference
ATLANTA— New York City’s iconic skyline serves as the perfect backdrop for the 2014 ASHRAE Winter
Conference. With a special focus on the design, development and operation of tall buildings, the Conference’s
Technical Program examines themes relevant to NYC, as well as the basics of HVAC systems, refrigeration and
many other topics significant to the building industry.
The 2014 Winter Conference takes place Jan. 18-22 at the New York Hilton. To register and for complete
Conference information, visit www.ashrae.org/newyork.
The International Air-Conditioning, Heating, Refrigerating Expo®, held in conjunction with the Winter
Conference, runs Jan. 21-23. The Expo, held at the Javits Convention Center, takes place Tuesday, Wednesday,
Thursday as opposed to the traditional Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday. More information is available at
www.ahrexpo.com.
More than 100 New York PDHs, AIA LUs, PDHs and LEED AP credits are available through ASHRAE Learning
Institute courses and Technical Program sessions.
The Technical Program features more than 200 sessions addressing building information systems; hydronic
system design; improving building performance; indoor environmental air health/IEQ; refrigeration; HVAC&R
systems and equipment; and HVAC&R fundamentals and application.
Two particular tracks of note are Tall Buildings, which examines opportunities in the design, development and
operation of tall and super-tall buildings, and International Design, addressing innovative design strategies to
meet environmental elements, geography and cultures.
Also, choose from 23 Professional Development Seminars and Short Courses to help you stay current on HVAC
trends. The ASHRAE Learning Institute offers new updates to Standards 90.1 and 62.1, in addition to 11 new
courses that include Standard 55, building enclosure commissioning, electric rates and regulations, health care
facilities, building energy audits and ground source heat pumps. ALI courses are approved for renewal of
professional engineer and professional architect licenses, as well as for industry certification programs. For a
list of all courses, visit www.ashrae.org/newyorkcourses.
Additionally, ASHRAE offers a special administration of all six certification examinations on Thursday, Jan. 23:
Building Energy Assessment Professional (BEAP), Building Energy Modeling Professional (BEMP),
Commissioning Process Management Professional (CPMP), High-Performance Building Design Professional
(HBDP), Healthcare Facility Design Professional (HFDP) and Operations & Performance Management
Professional (OPMP). More information on each certification can be found at www.ashrae.org/certification.
ASHRAE Conference technical tours give you a first-hand look at technology developed by members to further
the industry. Tours include the Tishman Speyer Rockefeller Center central refrigeration plant, building
management system and ice storage facility; the cogeneration project at One Penn Plaza; and the cooling
system of the New York Hilton, to name just a few.
The Conference’s Plenary will feature Mark Sanborn, president of Sanborn & Associates, Inc., an idea lab for
leadership development. In addition to his experience leading at a local and national level, Sanborn has
written or co-authored eight books, and is the author of more than two dozen videos and audio training
programs on leadership, change, teamwork and customer service. He has presented over 2,400 speeches and
seminars in every state and a dozen countries. The Plenary takes place on Saturday, Jan. 18.
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ASHRAE, AHR Expo Return to New York City for 2014 Winter Conference
Continued...
ASHRAE, founded in 1894, is a building technology society with more than 50,000 members worldwide. The
Society and its members focus on building systems, energy efficiency, indoor air quality, refrigeration and
sustainability. Through research, standards writing, publishing, certification and continuing education, ASHRAE
shapes tomorrow’s built environment today.

The link to register for free is below!
http://www.ahrexpo.com/?utm_source=flyer&utm_medium=flyer&utm_campaign=flyer
Interactive Attendee Tool Kit Link
http://www.icontact-archive.com/NRCTqX2WssetFze8Fj1vK_LIMSUdw9UJ?w=4
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NJ ASHRAE CHAPTER— SCHOLARSHIPS
Welcome to the 2013-2014 school year! If you work with or know of a student who is studying mechanical
engineering, enrolled in an HVAC program, and meets the requirements listed below, have them contact Jim Sarno, NJ
ASHRAE Scholarship Chair.
Scholarship Eligibility Requirements
High School Seniors
High School Seniors that have been acc3epted into a Mechanical Engineering degree program at college, university, or
technical school.
Students Enrolled in Two-Year Program
They must be full or part-time students who have complete a minimum of 25% of the required curriculum.
They must be students in a curriculum that grants an AAS degree, preferably in HVAC&R technology, includes at least
two (2) courses in this discipline.
They must have a grade point average higher than 3.0. They shall direct the school to forward a certified copy of their
academic transcript directly to the committee. They must sign a release form that permits the Selection Committee to
examine their academic transcript.
The Chair of their department or their academic advisor must provide a letter of recommendation for the award.
They must complete and submit a minimum 500-word essay describing their education goals and objectives, and how
they expect their career to evolve.
Students Enrolled In Four-Year Programs
They must be full or part-time students who have completed a minimum of 25% of the required curriculum in a school
that grants a Bachelor’s degree. The student must have successfully completed at least two (2) courses in HVAC&R
fundamentals and exhibit a sincere interest in pursuing an HVAC&R related career.
They must have a grade point average higher than 3.0.
They shall direct the school to forward a certified copy of their academic transcript directly to the committee. They
must sign a release form, which permits the selection Committee to examine their academic must provide a letter of
recommendation for the award.
They must complete and submit a minimum 500-word essay describing their educational goals and objectives, and
how they expect their career to evolve.
Graduate Students
They must be a full-time student enrolled in a HVAC&R related program.
They must have a grade point average higher than 3.0. They shall direct the School to forward a certified copy of their
academic transcript directly to the committee. They must sign a release form that permits the Selection Committee to
examine their academic transcript.
The Chair of their department or their academic advisor must provide a letter of recommendation for the award.
They must complete and submit a minimum 500-word essay describing their educational goals and objective, and how
they expect their career to evolve.
General Requirements
Applicant shall live and/or be matriculating at a school in the NJ ASHRAE region. Relatives of ASHRAE members are
eligible to apply and be considered for scholarships.
For additional information contact Jim Sarno jsarno@ski-pe.com or call 732-938-2666 ext: 112

The deadline for submitting a completed application package for the NJ Chapter
Scholarship is March 14, 2014
For additional scholarship opportunities available from ASHRAE visit the link below.
http://www.ashrae.org/students/page/1271
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ASHRAE IAQA Sign Memorandum of Understanding
ATLANTA – Through a memorandum of understanding, ASHRAE and the Indoor Air Quality Association
(IAQA) are working together to promote better indoor air quality in the built environment.
The agreement was signed on Oct. 15, 2013, during ASHRAE’s IAQ 2013 Conference held in Vancouver,
British Columbia, Canada.
The agreement commits ASHRAE and IAQA to working together in the areas of consistent leadership
communication, chapter collaboration, advocacy, technical activities coordination and research.
“As professionals responsible for environmental control of buildings and transportation systems, our first
priority must be making those environments safe, healthy, productive and comfortable,” ASHRAE President
William “Bill” Bahnfleth said. “This partnership between ASHRAE, a worldwide organization with a scope to
broadly promote the arts and science of HVAC&R and allied arts and science for the benefit of the general
public, and IAQA, an organization focused on services to ensure good indoor air quality, will enhance the
ability of both to achieve their shared goals. We welcome the opportunity to combine the resources of
ASHRAE with the expertise of IAQA to strengthen our effectiveness in this critical area.”
“This agreement is a great step forward for IAQA and the indoor air quality field. ASHRAE and IAQA have
agreed to work closely on issues that are of mutual interest,” Donald M. Weekes, CIH, CSP, IAQA
President, said. “I am personally looking forward to working with ASHRAE in the coming year.”
Founded in 1998, the Indoor Air Quality Association (IAQA) is dedicated to bringing practitioners together to
prevent and solve indoor environmental problems for the benefit of customers and the public.
ASHRAE, founded in 1894, is a building technology society with more than 50,000 members worldwide. The
Society and its members focus on building systems, energy efficiency, indoor air quality, refrigeration and
sustainability. Through research, standards writing, publishing, certification and continuing education,
ASHRAE shapes tomorrow’s built environment today.

ASHRAE/IBPSA-USA Building Simulation Conference Announces Call for
Presenters
ATLANTA – The 2014 ASHRAE/IBPSA-USA Building Simulation Conference, Sept. 10-12, 2014, Atlanta,
Ga., has announced a call for presenters. This new joint, co-sponsored conference encompasses the
ASHRAE Energy Modeling and IBPSA-USA SimBuild Conferences.
The call for presenters is focused on the theme “BIM, BEM and SIM – Integrated Building Design and
Modeling,” an area currently of great concern to practicing professionals that will be addressed through five
broad tracks.
“Some 20 topics specific to energy modeling and building simulation practitioners are identified in the call for
presenters,” Dennis Knight, Conference chair, said. “The topics specifically address weaknesses in the
energy modeling and building simulation industry and seek to provide down-to-earth, how do I get this donetype answers.”
The call for presenters seeks proposals on specific topics, which will form the basis of the conference’s
program, he said. These are non-paper presentations.
The topics are organized in five tracks:
State-of-the-Art BIM (building information modeling) track seeks presentations showing how is BIM is being
used in projects to push the design envelope. Specific topics include: Current capabilities of BIM, BEM
(building energy modeling) and SIM (simulation) modeling tools; utility and applications as a project moves
through various stages; what can you really do with a BIM; mobile applications; and modeling for occupant
comfort.
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(continued)ASHRAE/IBPSA-USA Building Simulation Conference Announces Call
for Presenters
Design Firms track examines how BIM is being implemented into existing design practices and inner office
workflows. Topics include: How design firms are integrating BIM, BEM and SIM into office practices and
workflows; multi-firm teams using integrated tools; office standards and modeling quality control.
BIM in the Cloud track describes the capability to run large-scale simulations resulting in multiple scenarios
being analyzed to generate large quantities of data and to determine the optimum solution. Specific topics
include: Large batch simulation of multiple scenarios; cloud computing and modeling tools; and challenges,
limitations and successes.
Codes and Rating Systems track presents how modeling tools are used for compliance with standards and
rating system. Specific topics include: Integrated and interoperable modeling and compliance reporting tools
for BIM, BEM and SIM; and compliance with other codes and standards using BIM, BEM and SIM tools.
Life Cycle Cost Analysis: Show Me the Money track considers how model-generated LCCA results, with its
input uncertainty, forms a major source of investment risk in terms of investments in energy-efficiency
upgrades. Specific topics include: How energy models are used to evaluate portfolio investment risk; how
uncertainty calculations are being developed and used by practitioners; and what inputs matter in risk analysis.
This conference brings together the building energy analysis and performance simulation community.
Modelers, software developers, owners and researchers will address the practices of energy modeling and
building performance simulation using existing simulation tools, software development, and future simulation
research and applications.
Call for presenter proposals are due Feb. 10, 2014. A 400-word abstract addressing a specific topic and
speaker background information are required. Notifications will be issued in March 2014.
In addition to the call for presenters, organizers are seeking papers on topics addressing the integration and
interoperability of analytic modeling tools (BEM and SIM) with physical modeling tools (BIM) as well as papers
describing workarounds, case studies, how to's, challenges, barriers and cloud based solutions.
The deadline for submitting a Conference paper abstract (400 or less words in length) has been extended to
Nov. 12, 2013, to give authors an opportunity to present a paper. If accepted, papers are due March 3, 2014.
The conference papers will be a maximum of 8 pages in length.
To submit a conference paper abstract or a call for presenter (non-paper presentation) or for more information,
visit www.ashrae.org/simulation2014.
The conference will cover two-and-a half days and will be preceded by two days of training seminars and short
courses.
ASHRAE, founded in 1894, is a building technology society with more than 50,000 members worldwide. The
Society and its members focus on building systems, energy efficiency, indoor air quality, refrigeration and
sustainability. Through research, standards writing, publishing, certification and continuing education, ASHRAE
shapes tomorrow’s built environment today.
IBPSA-USA is the United States regional affiliate of the International Building Performance Simulation
Association (IBPSA). The mission of IBPSA-USA is to advance and promote the science of building simulation
in order to improve the design, construction, operation, and maintenance of new and existing buildings in the
United States.
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ASHRAE Technical Program Reaches for the Sky with Focus on Tall
Buildings
ATLANTA – Lessons learned in the design, construction and operation of tall buildings can be applied to
buildings of all sizes and stories.
A mini-conference on tall buildings is featured in the Technical Program at ASHRAE’s 2014 Winter
Conference, Jan. 18-22, at the New York Hilton, New York, N.Y. The International Air-Conditioning,
Heating, Refrigerating Expo®, held in conjunction with the Winter Conference, runs Jan. 2123, www.ahrexpo.com. The Expo, held at the Javits Convention Center, takes place Tuesday,
Wednesday and Thursday as opposed to the traditional Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday.
For complete Conference information and to register, visit www.ashrae.org/newyork.
“What better place to showcase tall building design than in New York,” Jon Cohen, New York Conference
program chair, said. “Designing buildings with contingencies for natural disasters will benefit engineers
worldwide. We should learn from how buildings respond to the disasters, and use this information to our
advantage to save lives and infrastructure in the future. Environmental quality in buildings isn't just a
health concern, it's a concern of the conscience. We need to do everything to ensure healthy work
environments and living situations while considering the broader environmental impact.”
Sessions specific to tall buildings include:










Is ASHRAE Tall Enough for Tall Buildings?, Sunday, Jan. 19
Linking Tall Buildings' Energy Use to Tenant Contribution to Economy, Sunday, Jan. 19
Life Safety Issues with Tall Buildings, Tuesday, Jan. 21
Natural Ventilation for Tall Buildings, Tuesday, Jan. 21
Current Trends in Tall Building Designs, Tuesday, Jan. 21
Specific Engineering Solutions for Tall Buildings, Tuesday, Jan. 21
ASHRAE and Tall Buildings, Tuesday, Jan. 21
Trends in Building Energy Disclosure: Increasing Energy Efficiency without Retrofits, Tuesday, Jan.
21 (AHR Expo session)
 Fire Safety Concern for Supertall Buildings, Wednesday, Jan. 22
 Data Center Control and Fire Safety in Tall Buildings, Wednesday, Jan. 22
ASHRAE, founded in 1894, is a building technology society with more than 50,000 members worldwide.
The Society and its members focus on building systems, energy efficiency, indoor air quality, refrigeration
and sustainability. Through research, standards writing, publishing, certification and continuing education,
ASHRAE shapes tomorrow’s built environment today.
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ASHRAE Government Affairs Update
States, Local Jurisdictions, Individuals Recognized for Energy Code
Compliance Excellence
This year at the International Code Council’s (ICC) Annual Conference in Atlantic City, NJ, the Institute for Market
Transformation (IMT) and the Global Buildings Performance Network (GBPN) proudly recognized the winners of
the Standard Bearers: Excellence in Energy Code Compliance Award. This award program, in its second year,
honors state and local jurisdictions and individuals who have raised compliance with energy codes and achieved
energy reduction in buildings using smart, cost-effective strategies.
The winners of the 2013 Standard Bearers Award are:
Georgia Department of Community Affairs
State-Level Winner
The City of Austin, Texas
Jurisdictional-Level Winner
Brent Ursenbach, Salt Lake County, Utah
Energy Code Champion
The smart strategies that this year’s winners have used include leading classes, webinars, and presentations (Brent
Ursenbach, Utah); bringing together diverse coalitions of stakeholders to establish a loan program for duct and
envelope leakage testing equipment (Georgia Department of Community Affairs); implementing a third-party
program for performance testing, and making sure all Development Review Department residential inspectors are
certified to perform energy code inspections (Austin, Texas).
“This year’s winners highlight the important role that states, local jurisdictions, and individuals play in costeffectively improving compliance with building energy codes,” said Ryan Meres, Senior Code Compliance Specialist
for IMT. “By helping to improve compliance, the winners are not only reducing energy costs, but also ensuring
buildings that are safer, healthier, and more resilient for their occupants.”
Read more about the winners in the IMT fact sheet.

President Obama Issues New Executive Order on Climate Change
Adaptation & Mitigation
Earlier this week President Barack Obama issued a new Executive Order that directs federal agencies to enhance
efforts to prepare for climate change and undertake efforts to improve resiliency – including in the built
environment.
Significantly, this Order establishes a new interagency Council on Climate Preparedness and Resilience, which will
work with federal, state, local, and tribal government agencies, the private and nonprofit sectors to identify
climate change-related vulnerabilities and better coordinate efforts to cost-effectively improve climate change
preparedness and resilience.
The Order also requires federal agencies to develop or continue developing, implementing, and updating Agency
Adaption Plans – comprehensive plans that take into account climate change via federal agency’s operations and
overall mission objectives. Each Agency Adaptation Plan must include (among other things), a description of how
each agency will upgrade its current buildings and equipment (including possible relocation) and the construction
of new facilities to improve climate adaptation and resilience. Agencies are required to annually report on the
progress of their Adaptation Plans through the Strategic Sustainability Performance Plan process, with the first
update due 120 days from when this Order was issued (March 1, 2014).
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ASHRAE Government Affairs Update
(continued) President Obama Issues New Executive Order on Climate
Change Adaptation & Mitigation
ASHRAE is actively involved in climate change mitigation efforts. For additional information, please see our Climate
Change Position Document (PDF) and our Public Policy Issue Brief on Climate Change and Building Energy
Efficiency (PDF). You may also wish to contact Mark Ames, ASHRAE’s Senior Manager of Federal Government
Affairs at mames@ashrae.org.

U.S. Senate Begins Process of Reauthorizing Key STEM Education, R&D
Law
This past Wednesday the U.S. Senate Commerce, Science & Transportation Committee held a hearing which began
the process of reauthorizing the America COMPETES Act of 2010 – one of the nation’s primary drivers of funding,
research, and education related to science, technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM) at the National
Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), U.S. Department of Energy’s Office of Science, and National Science
Foundation (NSF).
During the hearing Senators and witnesses debated the federal government’s role in R&D and STEM education.
Committee Chairman Sen. John D. (Jay) Rockefeller IV (D-WV) pointed out that the federal government continues
to play a significant role in research and development, funding approximately 60% of all academic research.
Similarly, witnesses and Senators explained that NSF grants help improve U.S. competitiveness by funding K-12
education programs that encourage students to pursue careers in the STEM fields. Yet other Senators noted that
R&D and education are by their nature somewhat unpredictable, bringing up the question of whether the federal
government should be spending taxpayer dollars on programs and initiatives where waste may occur in an era of
fiscal austerity.
Additional hearings will occur in the House and Senate as the reauthorization process moves forward. ASHRAE is
helping to ensure that the voice of its members is clearly heard by Congress through the Society's participation
with the STEM Education Coalition, an organization of over 500 technical societies and education community
stakeholder associations.
To view the archived webcast of the hearing and read the statements of Senators and witnesses, please visit
http://ow.ly/qCY4f.
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October Meeting Minutes
President’s Report; Scott Smith
CRC-Burlington, VT was discussed. Scott indicated it was an excellent event and it confirmed to Scott that the NJ
ASHRAE Chapter is doing a lot of the right things. Confirmed that the NJ Chapter’s meeting attendance appears to
be slightly less than our counterparts but certainly improving over the last few years. The NJ Chapter’s dinner rates
do not appear to be as profitable as other chapters and this may be a discussion for the future.
Scott handed out his MBOs to the Board for their review.
PAOE has been sent out and provides indication as to how we are measured as a Chapter.
Joe Furman-DRC for our Region will be attending the NJ Chapter’s November 5th Past President’s chapter meeting.
Treasurer’s Report; John Tellefsen
The May, June, July 2013 Treasurer Reports were read and reviewed and accepted on a motion from CL with a second
by JS. The motion carried without dissent.
The August and September 2013 Treasurer Reports will be presented by John at the November 5, 2013 Board of
Governors Meeting and then Chris Lambert to take over moving forward into 2014.
COMMITTEE REPORTS:
CTTC & Programs; Jim Sarno
All Chapter Meetings are booked solid for the year and there were actually people turned away.
Mark Ames who is involved with Government Advocacy w/ASHRAE in the Washington, DC area to speak at the combined
ASHRAE/MCA chapter meeting.
The Refrigeration and standard ASHRAE tours need to be determined and finalized. Trane has offered to help with the
Refrigeration Tour with a large existing customer. Dave Halko to follow-up with Bob White and John Stanchak at
Trane.
Scholarship Fund; Jim Sarno
It was agreed to provide $300 to the Scholarship Fund on a motion from JS with a second by DM. The motion carried
without dissent.
Membership Promotion; Scott Smith
There are 675 current members (437-Paying Members)
Research Promotion (new name is Resource Promotion); Scott Smith
The chapter met its goal last year, and will very likely meet its goal this year.
Newsletter Editor; Adele Glaser, Tyler Malm, Chris Becker
Great job by the new editors for their first publication. November Newsletter developed and sent out on time.
Homepage Editor; Dorrie Mercurio
Comments and suggestions welcome to improve the website
Special Events:
Golf Outing (Chris Phelan): There were very good sponsors and a good turnout that contributed to this successful event.
Thank you for everyone’s efforts.
YEA Event; Michelle Contri
Discussed the possibility of one social event - bowling, softball, or volleyball as a few suggestions.
New Business:
Credit Card acceptance for Chapter Meetings – In review for approval
Foundation Scholarship – Accumulated in a Money Market Account – Potential for sending money to ASHRAE foundation
and continuing to have NJ Chapter receive 5% interest. Needs further investigation.
Full Circle – ASHRAE officers to donate a minimum of $100 by 11/15/13.
RP Contribution by 12/31/13 – Pace Points received – send before 12/31/13.
Ethics Course – 2 PDH credits required. Looking into a ½ day ethics class. There is a potential for having a Rutgers
professor teach a course.
Manufacturer’s representative has asked to advertise a special event in Newsletter. Chapter recommendation is to have
them donate to the ASHRAE research program in lieu of advertising. This was accepted on a motion from JT with a
second by CP. The motion carried without dissent.
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Help Wanted
HVAC designer/engineer wanted for Princeton, New Jersey consulting firm. Experience in
design of HVAC systems for institutional and commercial buildings required. AutoCad
proficiency is a must.
Our firm provides full mechanical and electrical systems design services for a variety of
building types, including theaters, government, university and historic structures. We
have an emphasis on sustainable design and work with many of the area’s most prestigious
institutions.
Work is interesting and challenging in an informal atmosphere with opportunity for
advancement. Full benefits are provided.
Salary will be commensurate with experience.
Principals only, please; no agencies.
E-mail resumes to:
Princeton Engineering Group, LLC
contact@pegllc.com

Advertising Rates
Newsletter Ad Includes:
 Business Card ad in 3 Newsletters (next newsletter is November), will be published the end of the
month)
COST: $75
Website Ad Includes:
 Business card ad on website for 1 year (starts month payment and business card are received)
 Link to your website
COST: $300
Newsletter and Website Includes:
 Business card ad in newsletters through June 2013
 Business card ad on website for 1 year
 Link to your website
COST: $350

